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ABSTRACT: Two types of blends containing polyamide 6 and poly(propylene oxide)
(PPO) were prepared. One of them was mixed with polycarbonate (PC) in a Brabender
mixer. The other one was prepared in solution with the block copolymer as the interfa-
cial agent. The blends were analyzed by 13C nuclear magnetic resonance techniques at
solid state, such as: magic angle spinning (MAS); cross-polarization MAS, and variable
contact time experiment. It was observed that the addition of PC in the nylon 6/PPO
system causes a hardening of it, which can be attributed to strong links, like a hydrogen
bond. The ideal quantity of block copolymer added to a blend to improve the compatibil-
ity is between 5 and 10%. An increase of the quantity of this agent probably makes it
act as a third component. Therefore, both PC and block copolymer can be used as an
interfacial agent for nylon 6/PPO blends in an ideal composition. q 1997 John Wiley &
Sons, Inc. J Appl Polym Sci 64: 1635–1640, 1997
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were found, one from 0.5 to 5% and the other fromINTRODUCTION
10 to 20%. When the PPO content in the polymer
is approximately 25% or more, the mixtures be-The compatibility of the binary system nylon 6/
come immiscible. The results of differential scan-poly(propylene oxide) (NY6/PPO) has been stud-
ning calorimetry have shown that when the PPOied previously by Maria I. B. Tavares and two
content increases in the blends, two values ofother coauthors through solid-state nuclear mag- glass transition temperature, Tg , were found.netic resonance (NMR) measurements. Tech- Thermogravimetric analysis (TG) has shown that

niques such as magic angle spinning (MAS), the TG date increased (over NY6 by itself) when
cross-polarization (CP)/magic angle spinning, a low quantity of PPO was added. However, the
and CP/MAS with variable contact time experi- values decreased when the PPO quantities in-
ment were used to characterize the compatibility creased in the blends. The proton spin-lattice re-
of NY6/PPO blends.1,2

laxation time in the rotating frame was also regis-
Two ranges of compatibility between NY6/PPO tered, and the behavior found was equal to the Tg

parameter.1

High-resolution solid-state NMR3–8 has been
Correspondence to: M. I. B. Tavares. widely used to characterize the heterogeneity ofContract grant sponsors: CAPES, CNPq, FINEP, PADCT,

solid polymers. MAS, CP/MAS, variable contactCEPG.
q 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. CCC 0021-8995/97/081635-06 time experiment, and TH

1 r and TCH values can be
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used to determine the molecular motion and com- of polyoxides (as a rule, the weight percentage of
patibility of blends.1,3 The high-resolution magic the added copolymer was defined with respect to
angle techniques used to obtain 13C NMR spectra the total weight of the blend).
in solids can be used to measure individual proton The blends of PA6/PPO were prepared in a
and carbon rotating frame relaxation times (T1r Brabender mixer at 2507C and at rotational
values), which are used to characterize chain mo- speeds of 45 and 60 rpm, for 3.5 min in a range
tions in the kilohertz frequency range. In these of compositions of: 99/1, 97/3, 95/5, 90/10, and
experiments, proton T1r values were obtained 85/15% (w/w). PA6/PC was used with composi-
from a series of identical, matched cross-polariza- tions of: 99/1, 97/3, and 95/5% (w/w) and a ter-
tion transfers from protons to carbons begun at nary blend formed by PA6/PC/PPO, where the
variable times after the protons are spin locked. compositions have a different proportion between
In this way, these transfers track the decay of the PC and PPO.
protons after they have been placed in the rotat-
ing frame. These proton T1r values are sensitive

NMR Measurementsto spatially dependent proton–proton spin diffu-
sion. Thus, in a blend of two protonated com- Solid-state 13C CP/MAS NMR techniques were
pounds, they are sensitive to the proximity of pro- performed on a VARIAN VXR 300 spectrometer
tonated chains to one another. The result is that at room temperature. The hydrogen resonance
the cross-polarization transfers between protons frequency was 299.9 MHz, and the 13C resonance
in the two components can be used to characterize frequency was 75.4 MHz. The Hartman-Hahn CP
the homogeneity of mixing. In this study, hetero- matching and dipolar decoupling filed was à40
geneous blends formed by polyamide 6 (PA6)/ kHz, while a 5-msec 907 pulse for the 13C nucleus
PPO, containing polycarbonate (PC) or block co- was used for the variable contact time experi-
polymer, have been analyzed by NMR techniques ment. The contact time varied from 50 to 8,000
as described before to obtain information on the msec, and the MAS rate was 6 kHz. The TH

1 r val-
behavior of the two systems under investigation. ues were obtained from the 13C CP/MAS intensity

with increasing contact time. 13C spectra were re-
ferred to the chemical shift of the methyl group

EXPERIMENTAL carbons of hexamethyl benzene (17.3 ppm).

Materials

The homopolymers used in this study were com- RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
mercial: two types of PA6 were used: NY6 of Mn

à 15,262, supplied by Nitrocarbono S.A., and Blends containing PA6 and other condensation
PA6 (NYLODUR, NT2700) of hr Å 2,650–2,750 polymers such as polyesters, PC, and other poly-
(H2SO4); NH2, 35–40 mequiv/kg; and MFI Å 4, amides have a common feature. There has been
13 { 0, 12 g/10 min (2357C, 1 kg), supplied by a possibility of an occurrence of intermolecular
DeMillus S.A. Also used were PC (LEXAN) of Mn reactions among the blend components during the
à 45,000, supplied by COPLEN IND. and COM. mixing process, since the time and temperature
(General Electric Co.) , and PPO of Mn à 1,000, of mixing are suitable.10 The PA6/PC-blends with
supplied by Dow QuıB mica S.A. The block copoly- a relevant extent of interaction and interesting
mer of NY6/PPO was synthesized as described in properties can be obtained, because a suitable
the literature.9 mixing conditions are applied to increase this

thermodynamic miscibility. The miscibility and
the interchange reactions in PA6/PC blends pre-Blend Preparation
pared by melt mixing have been studied. The re-
sults indicate that the blends are partially misci-Blends with the NY6 (Mn à 15,262) and PPO

were prepared in solution state at 1157C for 15 ble. An interchange reaction occurs between the
two components when they are melt mixed.10–13min. The temperature was chosen on the basis

of homopolymers to avoid degradation. A sample Because the MAS spectra were recorded in con-
ditions such that only the flexible region can bewith 18% of polyoxide (PPO) represented as NY6/

PPO (82/18) was prepared, and the block copoly- detected, it was observed that the regions of PA6/
PPO, obtained by the mixing process, presentmer was added up to 25% into blends with 10%
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Figure 1 (a) 13C-NMR spectra of PA6/PPO films obtained by fusion, at different
compositions, by the MAS technique. (b) 13C NMR spectra of NY6/PPO films obtained
by solution, at different compositions, by the MAS technique.

more internal mobility and were detected even in
samples that contain a small amount of PPO. In
Figure 1(a), even for a small proportion of PPO,
the NMR lines belonging to PPO can be detected.
Comparing Figure 1(a) and 1(b), it is clear that
the blends obtained by fusion present larger ho-
mogeneity, promoting more miscibility than the
blends prepared in solution.

Figure 2 presents the array of contact time
spectra of PA6/PPO prepared in fusion. In this
figure, the antiplasticization effect is not noted,
as was observed in samples prepared in solution
(1). In our opinion, this happens because the sol-
vent is absent and can not promote a nucleation
process, which is responsible for the hardness of
the sample. The better homogeneity in fusion
blends comes from the mixing process, which does
not give enough time for the PPO to induce nucle- Figure 2 13C-NMR spectra of PA6/PPO films ob-
ation. tained by fusion, at different compositions, by the vari-

able contact time experiment.Table I shows that the values of TH
1 r for the
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Table I Proton Spin-Lattice Relaxation Time in the Rotating Frame of the System PA6/PPO, PA6/PC,
and PA6/PC/PPO

TH
1 r (ms)

System Composition (%) 173.3 43.0 36.4 29.9 d (ppm)

PA6 100/0/0 1.7 3.5 3.4 2.5
PA6/PPO 99/1 2.1 4.0 3.6 2.2

97/3 2.8 4.6 3.2 3.1
95/5 1.8 4.3 2.9 2.7

PA6/PC 97/3 2.5 1.8 2.8 2.9
95/5 2.5 2.2 2.8 3.0

PA6/PC/PPO 99/3/1 3.1 1.7 3.1 2.8
97/3/3 2.8 1.9 2.8 2.8
99/5/1 3.3 2.6 2.1 2.6
97/5/3 2.2 2.3 2.5 2.4

carbonyl group (located at 173.3 ppm) increase was between 5 and 10%. This behavior was char-
acterized by the increase of relaxation time, whichwhen 3% (w/w) of PPO is added in the system

PA6/PPO. The incorporation of 3% (w/w) of PC is a function of an increase in the flexibility of the
system. It is possible because the copolymer actsin the same mixture raises the compatibility be-

tween the polyamide and PPO. In this case, PC in the interface of the mixture, interacting with
the homopolymers as a bridge.acts as an interfacial agent, preventing the anti-

plasticization effect already observed in the sys- It is known that the fragile thermoplastics have
been modified to improve their capacity to obtaintem PA6/PPO.1,2 The same behavior was observed

when the quantity of PC was 5% (w/w). Observ- better impact resistance. However, the addition
of a rubber material is not enough to increaseing the carbon, CH2, attached at the group NH of

PA6 (43.0 ppm), it was verified that the addition the impact resistance of polymers due to weak
interfacial adhesion between components. The ad-of PC in the system PA6/PPO causes a hardening
dition of block or graft copolymers can promoteof this group (reduction of the value of TH

1 r ) . This
fact is attributed to the restriction of the mobility
of the NH group, probably due to the influence of
the type of interaction that occurs in the system
PA6/PC/PPO. This decrease in the mobility can
be caused by strong links, like a hydrogen bond,
that promotes an induction of nucleaction or a
formation of crosslinking.

Figure 3 verifies the increasing of the miscibil-
ity in the ternary system, confirmed by the identi-
fication of a mobile domain detected by MAS, for
the systems of PA6 (I) , PA6/PPO (II) , PA6/PC
(III) , and PA6/PC/PPO (IV). In this domain
lines from both PA6 and PPO were distinguished.
This indicates that the plasticization effect occurs
in the PA6 by PPO. The MAS spectrum of the
ternary system formed by PA6/PC/PPO presents
the NMR signals of PC, suggesting that the PC
acts as a compatibilizer for the blends.

An NMR study obtained by proton spin-lattice
relaxation time in the rotating frame (see Table
II) shows that the incorporation of a copolymer Figure 3 13C-NMR spectra of PA6, PA6/PPO, PA6/
promoted a better compatibility between poly- PC, and PA6/PPO/PC films obtained by fusion, at dif-

ferent compositions, by the MAS technique.mers in the blend when the range of copolymer
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Table II Proton Spin-Lattice Relaxation Time in the Rotating Frame of Three Types of CH2 Groups
of Nylon 6 Chain

TH
1 r (ms)

System Composition (%) 30.2 (CH2) 36.2 (CH2) 43.3 (CH2) d (ppm)

NY6 100/0/0 3.1 2.8 3.5
NY6/PPO 82/12 3.7 2.1 1.6
NY6/PPO/block copolymer 82/12/5 4.1 4.0 3.2

82/12/10 4.2 4.1 2.6
82/12/20 3.1 2.6 2.3
82/12/25 2.6 2.2 2.1

good effects in relation to impact resistance. In long contact time is due to the increase in the
mobility of the system, which is in agreement withTable II, it was observed that the addition of a

block copolymer improves the properties of the the TH
1 r parameter already measured.

mixtures due to an increase of the compatibility
of the system.

Figure 4 exhibits the spectra obtained by the
CONCLUSIONvariable contact time experiment for the NY6/

PPO system. One can verify that the incorpora-
From the MAS technique, it was characterizedtion of the copolymer causes a shift in the distribu-
that the regions of more internal mobility weretion form of the resonance lines. The shift for a
detected even in a small amount of PPO in blends
formed by PA6/PPO. This conclusion considers
that the blends obtained by fusion present larger
homogeneity than blends obtained by solution. In
the blends obtained by fusion, the antiplasticiza-
tion effect was not noted, because the solvent was
absent. The incorporation of 3% (w/w) of PC in
the those mixtures increases the compatibility be-
tween the PA6 and PPO. In this case, the PC acts
as an interfacial agent, preventing the antiplasti-
cization effect already observed in the system
NY6/PPO. Therefore, it was verified that the ad-
dition of PC in the system PA6/PPO causes a
hardening of this group. This fact can be attrib-
uted to the restriction of the mobility of the NH
group, probably due to the influence of the type
of interaction that occurs in the system PA6/PC/
PPO. The decrease in the mobility can be caused
by strong links, like a hydrogen bond, that pro-
motes an induction of nucleation or a formation
of crosslinking.

Analyzing the NY6/PPO/block copolymer, the
ideal quantity of copolymer to be added to the
NY6/PPO blend to improve the compatibility is
in a range of 5–10%. This occurs due to the better
dispersion of the copolymer in the blend. An in-
crease in the quantity of this agent probably
makes it act as a third component. From theFigure 4 13C NMR spectra of PA6/PPO/block copoly-
study, one observes that both PC and copolymermer (COP) obtained by solution, at different propor-

tions, by the variable contact time experiment. can be used as interfacial agents to improve the
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